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On our way to a 100% circular Swapfiets!
Swapfiets has an ambitious new goal: to achieve a 100% circular
product line by 2025.

We haven’t reached this goal yet, but we know what needs to be done to make it happen. 

With this one-pager, we invite you to join us on our journey to achieve this remarkable goal.

You’ll learn more about our ambition, the process and steps we’re taking to get there. 

Ready? Let’s go!

→ Swapfiets is searching for manufacturers of circular bicycle parts

⏲
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The parts will be assessed with the use of the R-strategies. R-strategies are the 7 different ways

to achieve circularity with a product. When we take a look at parts alongside the R-strategies,

we want to include the inflow and outflow of the used materials, as well as the life cycle of the

bicycle parts. 

* What materials are used?

* What happens with the material at the end of life? 

* What is the entire life cycle of the product?

Swapfiets currently focuses on three main aspects of the circular economy:

1. Designing products and using parts that last, based on user data; 

2. Reusing, repairing and remanufacturing as much as possible, and;

3. Recycling parts at the end of their technical life (in mono-material waste streams), with the

aim to realise net-zero general waste. 

Due to our unique business model (product as a service), we are in search of parts with the

lowest TCO (total cost of ownership) possible. For this reason, parts with a longer life

expectancy are worth more. For instance, a five euro part with a life expectancy of one year

is more costly (and therefore more undesirable) than a ten euro part with a life expectancy of

three years. 

https://medium.com/@beta__i/the-7-rs-of-the-circular-economy-11d27e933f01
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 (Purchase cost (production) + life cycle cost (maintenance/service
cost/storage) + disposal cost (service/storage)) / life expectancy (user count)

As well as parts being circular, we want to show to members (and the rest of the world!) that

we’re a responsible brand - by giving our bike a ‘green’ look, as well as communicating our

sustainability initiatives and ethos. 

In short, we need solutions in bicycle parts to reach our ambitious goal of a 100% circular in

2025. These are the principles we need to keep in mind:

* Designed to last & easy to repair 

* Made from renewable or sustainable resources

* Zero pollution anywhere in the entire life cycle 

* Zero waste anywhere in the entire life cycle

* A sustainable ‘green’ look or story

In the following section, you can learn more about a recent project we’ve undertaken for a

circular Swapfiets saddle concept study.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Case study: Designing a circular saddle
As a company, we often take part in life cycle analysis (LCA) of Swapfiets products. When

conducting LCAs, we take a look at the sustainability of certain parts and how much total

environmental impact they produce in their life cycle. 

In one instance, we found that our saddle parts score poorly in these LCAs. So, in true Swapfiets

fashion, we launched a project to identify just what it takes to improve the circularity potential

for this element. 

Throughout the project we used the R-strategy as a base to achieve circularity on different levels

in the total life-cycle. Of course, we also needed to ensure that the saddle design fit our product

as a service business strategy. 

For us, this means a saddle that is easy to maintain for the mechanics, and is comfortable from

a cost and physical point of view, for a Swapfiets member.

There are several things preventing us from achieving circularity with the current saddles on

our bikes;



1. Mixed materials that are hard to seperate. Due to this, a clean outflow of materials and an

efficient recycle process is not possible. 

2. Non renewable/recycled materials. Some parts of these saddles aren’t made with materials

that can be made from or disposed of in a circular way. 

3. Disassembly is very hard, or sometimes not possible at all. This results in low ambition to do

so, resulting in wasted parts. As these parts are relatively cheap to purchase, throwing them

away is a quicker (and therefore cheaper) option than repairing.

With this in mind, we started designing our own concept:

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

→ The circular Swapfiets saddle

Why our saddle concept fits in a circular economy:  

- The saddle is built on a slightly more expensive frame, but is made to last longer. This,

combined with an affordable production method and easily replaceable padding makes it more

cost efficient in the long run.

- The frame is made from bamboo, which is highly renewable. This natural material also looks

sustainable - improving perception and streetcred regarding sustainable production methods. 
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ABOUT SWAPFIETS

Swapfiets is 's werelds eerste ‘bicycle as a service’ bedrijf. Opgericht in 2014 in Nederland, groeide de scale-up
snel uit tot een van de meest toonaangevende leveranciers van micromobiliteit in Europa, met inmiddels meer
dan 250.000 leden in Nederland, Duitsland, België, Denemarken, Frankrijk, Italië en het Verenigd Koninkrijk. In
het voorjaar van 2021 breidt Swapfiets uit naar Barcelona (Spanje), Wenen (Oostenrijk) en Lyon, Nantes,
Straatsburg en Toulouse (Frankrijk).

 
Het concept van Swapfiets is vrij eenvoudig: voor een maandelijks vast bedrag hebben Swapfiets-leden altijd
een werkende fiets. En zijn er onverhoopt problemen, dan wordt de tweewieler binnen 48 uur gerepareerd of
direct vervangen zonder extra kosten. Swapfiets is in Nederland beschikbaar in meer dan 50 steden.

- All parts of the saddle are made from different materials that can be separated from each

other quicker. Due to this, we can ensure clean outflow of different materials, thus enhancing

the recycling process.

- The saddle’s padding is made from a highly recyclable, flexible, mono material TPU

(thermoplastic polyurethane). Because this part is easily replaceable, we can make sure the

used TPU ends up in a clean material outflow.

Swapfiets
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